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Abstract-We propose an optimization based algorithm for 
designing phase-shifting masks. Our approach is an extension 
of our previous work [1]-[3] in the sense that the intensity im- 
age is optimized at a number of optical planes rather than just 
the focus plane. In addition, our algorithm can be used to de- 
sign masks with shifted focus plane and/or extended depth of 
focus. We also propose the concept of “dual mask” and show 
its consequences to practical phase-shifting mask design. Fi- 
nally we show examples of our proposed design techniques for 
single line phase connectors, cross phase connectors, contact 
holes and bright lines. Simulation and experimental results ver- 
ify the capability of our design technique to extend depth of 
focus and shift the focus plane. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
HASE-SHIFTING masks have shown a great deal of P promise in extending the applicability of optical li- 

thography to next generation of VLSI manufacturing. 
Many types of phase-shifting masks, such as Levenson 
type, self-aligned ring type, out-rigger type [4], [5]  have 
been proposed. While these conceptual models exploit the 
intuition gained from optics, they are ad hoc and non- 
systematic. A systematic approach to phase-shifting mask 
design based on Simulated Annealing (SA) algorithm was 
proposed by Liu and Zakhor [ 2 ] .  This approach is general 
in that, i t  can be used for arbitrary feature patterns, can 
be easily modified to include defocus and aberration ef- 
fects, and can be adapted to any phase-shifting mask, such 
as out-rigger type and chromeless type. In this paper, we 
extend the algorithm in [ 2 ]  to extend Depth of Focus 
(DOF) and show examples of phase-shifting mask design 
obtained via our proposed technique. 

The basic idea is to optimize a cost function which de- 
pends on the quality of the light intensity at a number of 
optical planes rather than just the focus plane. Contrary 
to the conventional belief that higher contrast implies 
larger DOF, our optimization algorithm can trade-off con- 
trast in focus plane with contrast and line width control at 
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defocus planes. This, in turn, results in more uniform in- 
tensity profiles across various defocus planes. 

The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 11, 
we formulate the phase-shifting mask design as an opti- 
mization problem. Specifically, in Section 2 . 2  we propose 
a new cost function for optimization across various planes. 
While our previous cost function in [ 2 ]  is a piecewise lin- 
ear function of error in image intensity, our new cost 
function is nonlinear. In Section 2 . 3 ,  we present a new 
cooling schedule for the simulated annealing algorithm, 
in  which we convert annealing into simple iterative al- 
gorithm when the cost function is near the basin of a min- 
imum. We also propose a new rule for terminating Mar- 
kov chains associated with the SA by considering that the 
states we could actually visit in a practical annealing pro- 
cess is only a small fraction of the total number of states. 

In Section 111, we introduce the concept of “dual 
mask.” Specifically, we show that by straightforward 
modification of a given phase-shifting mask, we can flip 
the intensity pattern with respect to the optical focal plane. 
We will show consequences of the above result to prac- 
tical phase-shifting mask design in Section 4.4. 

In Section IV, we show simulation results for design 
examples such as phase connectors, contact holes, and 
bright lines using our proposed algorithm. The mask pat- 
terns for these examples are optimized at three optical 
planes in order to increase DOF. We also show that the 
focus plane can be shifted by appropriate choice of the 
location of the optical planes which are being optimized. 
Section V includes experimental results verifying per- 
formance improvements of our optimization based design 
techniques over conventional design techniques. Section 
VI includes conclusions. 

11. FORMULATION WITH DEFOCUS EFFECTS 
In this section, we formulate the optimization process 

by taking the defocus effects into consideration. Our ap- 
proach is to optimize an objective function which depends 
upon the light intensity at various spatial points in various 
optical planes. Specifically, we begin by computing the 
local error functions and local cost functions at each spa- 
tial point on each optical plane. We then combine the lo- 
cal costs at each spatial point on different optical planes 
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to obtain the combined local cost at that spatial point. Fi- 
nally, we sum up the combined local cost functions at 
different spatial points to obtain the total cost function. 
Minimization of the total cost function results in the op- 
timal mask. 

2.1 General Formulation 
For simplicity, we use similar notation to [ 2 ] .  Suppose 

the desired binary aerial image, shown in Fig. 1 ,  is zero 
in domain C and one in domain D. Let A and B represent 
contours surrounding the boundaries of regions C and D 
respectively, where contour A is in region C and contour 
B is in region D. Furthermore, we assume the design 
specification on the light intensity I (  2 )  for all the optical 
planes to be identical and of the form: 

I ( . ? )  I a T E A  (1) 

I ( ; )  2 b ~ E B  (2)  

I ( x ' ) a  c . ? E C  ( 3 )  

I ( ? )  L d Z E D  (4) 
where 2 represents spatial location (x, y ) ,  and a ,  6 ,  c and 
d represent the corresponding intensity threshold values 
in regions A ,  B ,  C and D respectively. In practical situa- 
tions, a ,  b ,  c and d are chosen in accordance with the 
parameters of the resist, shown in Fig. 2, where we have 
chosen c = d. We define an error function that measures 
the amount of violation of inequalities (1) through (4) at 
each spatial point ZL on each optical plane p :  

( Z p ( 2 k ,  - a if ZL E A 

\d - G )  i f Z k  E D 

The superscript p = 1 ,  , P denotes the pth optical 
plane, k is the index for sampling points, 4' is the vector 
of unknown pixel variables which represent the mask pat- 
tern to be optimized. 

Let the local cost function at spatial point k in region i 
on optical plane p be denoted by hy(ec) .  We combine the 
local cost functions at different optical planes in a point- 
wise fashion to obtain a combined local cost function Z at 
spatial point k ,  

where i = A ,  B, C or D represents the region that the 
sampling point belongs to. 

Finally, we define the total cost function to be the sum 
of combined local cost functions at each spatial point: 

(7) 

Fig. 1. Desired binary image of two infinitely long bars. The desired im- 
age is 1 in region D and 0 in region C. The regions between contours A 
and B are transition regions in the specifications. 

R a M  remdalng (%) 

Fig. 2. A simple model of photoresist. As a rule of thumb, the line width 
corresponds to the 0.3 contour of light intensity when the light intensity is 
normalized by that of a large feature. 

where k E i means that the sampling point k is in region 
i ,  with i = A ,  B ,  C o r  D. 

2.2 Design of Cost Function 
As seen in (6) and (7), the total cost function H consists 

of a summation over the function Z ,  which combines local 
cost functions hf(et) .  It can be argued that rather than 
designing Z and h, separately, one could directly design a 
total cost function Was a function of errors e [  to combine 
errors at different sampling points and on different optical 
planes simultaneously. However, we have chosen to sep- 
arate the total cost function into a local cost function and 
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a combination function for different optical planes in or- 
der to trade-off intensity patterns at various optical planes 
easily. For example, by giving more weight to the error 
in the focal plane, we can ensure a more desirable pattern 
at the focal plane at the expense of less desirable ones in 
defocus planes. In the remainder of this section, we will 
describe our choice of local function hf ( e t )  and the com- 
bination function Z .  

2.2. I The Local Cost Function 
The local cost function is used to measure the degree 

of violation at different spatial points on the same optical 
plane. Ideally a local cost function should (a) penalize 
violations of constraints in inequalities 1 through 4,  (b) 
detect intensity dips at phase transition areas, (c) allow 
the optimization algorithm to correct the dips, (d) result 
in a uniform violation of the constraints. To satisfy these 
properties, we devise the following guidelines for the 
construction of local cost function: 

I .  

2 .  

The user should not have to deal with constraints on 
a point by point basis. Rather, the relative impor- 
tance of contours A and B ,  and regions C and D 
should be controllable. 
There should be a large penalty for constraint vio- 
lations but none or small penalty if the constraints 
are satisfied. 

3 .  Local large violations such as dips in phase connec- 
tors should be less desirable than the sum of many 
small violations. As a consequence, given a fixed 
total amount of violations, a uniform violation 
among different sampling points is more desirable 
than nonuniform violations. 

4. Linewidth control is more important than contrast 
enhancement if enough contrast is achieved, but less 
important than contrast if there is not enough con- 
trast. 

5 .  Since the developed resist edges are usually close to 
0.3 intensity contours, there is less margin for vio- 
lations in dark field region than in bright field re- 
gion. For the pattern in  Fig. I ,  this implies less 
margin for violations in domain C and on contour A 
than in domain D and on contour B. 

For convenience of discussion, we consider only one 
optical plane, P = I ,  with two sampling points, and with 
a total cost function of two variables H = H ( e l ,  e , ) ,  where 
e ,  and e, are error functions at two different spatial points. 
We assume that functions H and h are differentiable and 
we note from (7) that aH/aek  = ah/&,,  for k = I ,  2.  
The desired properties of H and hence h are: 

dh(U, ZJ) 
2 0 for 2)  > 0 ( I O )  -1 u = constant 

-1 '2, 14 = con\tant 

a h ( u ,  U) 
2 0 for 1 1  < 0 ( 1 1 )  

where U - zi are the Cartesian coordinates obtained by 
rotating the e ,  - el coordinates 45" counter clockwise. 

We now describe the way guidelines 1-5 are related to 
desired properties in  inequalities (8)-( 1 1 ) .  Guideline 2 re- 
quires h to be monotonically increasing, or equivalently 
K ( e J  to be positive for all e k .  The "<<" sign in ine- 
quality (9) also reflect guideline 2.  Guideline 3 requires 
K ( e k )  to be an increasing function of ek in regions C and 
D.  Equations ( I O )  and ( 1  1) enforce h to be at minimum 
when e l  = e ,  and to increase with lel - e,( for a fixed e l  
+ e, .  Thus ( I O )  and (1 1) are in compliance with guideline 
3 .  Since contrast is related to error in  regions C and D ,  
and linewidth control is related to error on contours A and 
B ,  guideline 4 implies that for small e k ,  we must have h, 
> hc and for large e k ,  we must have hc > h,. 

One way to achieve guidelines 3 and 4 would be to 
choose K ( e k )  to be a positive constant for A and B and to 
be an increasing exponential for C and D.  In fact, we have 
chosen K ( e k )  in this way to design a set of local cost func- 
tions as follows: 

h, (e )  = e Ve I 0; i = A,  B ,  C ,  D (12) 

where Q = aN, + cN,  + (2 - b ) N B  + (2 - d ) N D  is a 
bound for negative contributions to the total cost function, 
NA, N B ,  Nc and ND denote the number of points in regions 
A ,  B ,  C and D ,  respectively, the t parameters are directly 
related to the resist characteristics, m,. and md are param- 
eters that control the growth rate of the cost functions, 
and a<, b,., clcl and 6,  are functions of t and m parameters 
as will be explained shortly. 

We impose the relationship shown in Fig. 3 between 
hA,  h,, tc l ,  tC2, Q and m,.. As seen, the error for region c, 
hc(e) ,  and the error on contour A in region C,  namely 
h A ( e ) ,  intersect at e = f12. For small values of error, 
namely e < tc,, h,(e) is larger than h,(e) emphasizing 
the importance of linewidth control over contrast. For 
large values of error, namely e > tC2, h,(e) is larger than 
h, (e), emphasizing contrast over linewidth control. Thus, 
the shapes of hc and h ,  shown in Fig. 3 are in  compliance 
with the requirements of guideline 4. The relation be- 
tween hB and hD are similar to that of h, and h,. 

Given the growth rate m, and the parameters tCl and r c 2  
in Fig. 3 ,  we can determine the parameters a, and b, in 

ah 
- 2 K ( e L ) ,  for eL I 0 k = 1 ,  2 ;  
aeh (8) 

ah 
- << K(O'), 
de, 

for el; I 0 k = 1, 2 ;  (9) 
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t C l  t c z  e 
Fig. 3. The local cost function of contour A and region C. m, is a param- 
eter that controls the growth rate of the cost function. For contour B and 
region D. we simply replace the subscripts a by h and c by d.  

the following way, 

Equation (17) can be solved by an iterative scheme using 
the expression itself with initial guess b, = E ,  where 0 < 
t << 1. Under this condition, convergence to the root 
can be guaranteed. ad and bd in (16) are determined in a 
similar fashion to a,  and b,. 

The set of cost functions defined in (13)-(16) can be 
further modified according to different applications in or- 
der to allow trade-off between linewidth control and con- 
trast, by multiplying different constants h, with different 
local cost functions h, (x ) .  The parameters we use in most 
of our simulations in Section IV are a = 0.25, b = 0.35, 
c = 0.15 and d = 0.75, m, = md = 2.2,  h, = hh = 2.2 
andh,  = A d =  l , t d l  = 0 . 1 ( d - c ) , t , 1 2 = 0 . 2 ( d - c ) t , l  
= 0.07 (d - c)  and tC2 = 0.14 (d  - c) .  The relative values 

formity is 

(20) 

where U - U are the Cartesian coordinates obtained by 
rotating the h' - h2 coordinates 45" counter clockwise, 
as shown in Fig. 4. Equations (19) and (20) imply that a 
uniform image profile along different optical planes is fa- 
vored and non-uniformity results in an increase in the cost 
function. 

As shown in Fig. 4, for a given constant U correspond- 
ing to the point A on the U axis, we draw the line AB which 
is perpendicular to the h1  axis, and the line A D  which is 
perpendicular to the U axis. Since Z is a monotonically 
increasing function of A', it monotonically increases from 
point B to A .  Furthermore, since the uniformity constraint 
of (19) requires 2 to increase monotonically from A to D ,  
the isocontour curve AC of combination function Z that 
passes through point A must lie within the triangle area 
ABD. In fact, the isocontour curve AC characterizes the 
combination function. When AC is close to A D ,  the com- 
bination function Z is close to h' + h2,  and uniformity is 
not emphasized. When AC is close to curve AB, the com- 
bination function nearly corresponds to the larger of h' 
and h2,  and uniformity of image along optical axis is em- 
phasized. In fact, the AB curve corresponds to Z = max 
{ A 1 ,  h'} and results in a min-max optimization problem, 
which is more difficult to solve than the resulting opti- 
mization problem due to A D  curve. 

For implementation purposes, we propose to use a 
combination function whose isocontours are straight lines 
between AB and A D .  To be specific, we first sort hr (e t )  
into descending order: 

h f (e i )  L * , I hf'(er) p = 1, * * , P.  (21) of these t parameters reflect the requirement in guideline 
5. 

we then combine them as follows: 

2.2.2 Choice of Combination Function 

The choice of combination function is similar to that of 
local cost function. Since the local cost function can pos- 
sess most of the desirable properties required for the total 
cost function H ,  we only need to be concerned about the 
uniformity property in choosing the combination func- 
tion. 

For convenience of discussion, we consider a combi- 
nation function of two variables Z = Z ( h ' ,  h'), where h 1  
and h' are local cost functions at the same spatial point 
on different optical planes. It is natural to require Z to be 
symmetric with respect to variables h 1  and h2. Clearly it 
is also desirable that 2 be monotonically increasing with 
respect to h' and h2. A necessary requirement for uni- 

where K '  L K~ L * * , I K ~ .  If K~ = 0 for all p except 
for K '  = I ,  then the above combination function corre- 
sponds to a min-max problem. If P = 2, the combination 
function in (22) is characterized by the line AE with slope 

The design examples shown in this paper are all ob- 
tained by using the AB curve. The min-max criterion in 
effect leads to more uniform intensity image distribution 
along the optical axis at the expense of contrast at focal 
plane, as shown in Fig. 5 .  This should change the tradi- 
tional wisdom that higher contrast at focus plane implies 
larger depth of focus. 

- K h .  
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Fig. 4. Partition of the domain of the combination function Z ,  the function 
is symmetrical with respect to u-axis. The isocontour line of Z passing 
through A should fall in the triangular area ABD.  

Fig. 5.  Intensity profile variation at different optical planes. (a) Due to 
conventional binao or  phase-shifting mask. ( b )  The ideal distribution en- 
forced by our algorithm. 

2.3 Fast Cooling Schedule 
Similar to our approach in [ 2 ] ,  we use the simulated 

annealing algorithm to solve our optimization problem. In 
this section, we will describe the particular cooling sched- 
ule we use in our optimization algorithm. 

In SA algorithm, we view possible mask pattems as 
states of a thermal system, and the total cost function of 
mask patterns as the energy function associated with the 
states [ 2 ] .  Mask pattems are randomly generated and ac- 
cepted with a probability defined by Boltzmann distribu- 
tion: 

where 4’ is the vector of pixel variables of a particular 
mask pattern to be optimized, 4’ represents the corre- 
sponding random variable, U ( T )  is a normalized con- 
stant, or the partition function in statistical physics and T 
is the temperature that controls the distribution. We start 
with a high temperature and gradually cool the system 

down. At each temperature we allow the system to reach 
thermal equilibrium by updating the state of the system 
using the above acceptanceirejection process. The se- 
quence of states experienced by the system is called a 
Markov chain [ 2 ] .  The probability of accepting low en- 
ergy states becomes larger as temperature is reduced. The 
system eventually settles down to a near global minimum 
energy state. The choice of initial and final temperatures, 
the rule for termination of Markov chain, and the rule for 
the reduction of temperature is referred to as a cooling 
schedule. 

Optimization at different optical planes is computation 
intensive. Basic SA algorithms such as the one used in 
[ 2 ] ,  [ 3 ]  are primitive and have obvious drawbacks. To 
increase the speed, we propose two measures. Our first 
measure has to do with the fact that at very low temper- 
ature, the state bounces back and forth for a long time 
before it finally settles down to a local minimum. To avoid 
this problem, we compare the maximal change of total 
cost function in a single move at each temperature to the 
difference between the maximum and minimum cost of 
states at that temperature. When they are comparable, say 
less than 0.1% in difference, we set the temperature to 
zero and start a simple iterative algorithm. The transmit- 
tance of each of the mask pixels are then changed one by 
one; when all the pixels have been visited in a row with- 
out causing reduction in the cost, the optimization process 
is terminated. 

Our second measure has to do with the fact that when 
using a simple cooling schedule, at high temperatures the 
state bounces back and forth, and therefore it is hard to 
detect the existence of equilibrium. Intuitively, there is 
no equilibrium unless the temperature reduction rate is 
very slow compared to the rate of visiting different states 
in the solution space. Since the simulation of imaging sys- 
tem in each iteration is time consuming, we can not afford 
to visit a large number of states, and any practically af- 
fordable annealing process cools “too fast.” In view of 
this, we suggest the decision to reduce the temperature 
should be based on the position of the state on energy 
surface rather than the time spent on previous tempera- 
ture. Hence we propose a new rule for termination of 
Markov chains at each temperature. 

Let H denote the random variable for total cost function 
at certain temperature with expectation v and the standard 
deviation O. Clearly H follows Boltzmann distribution, 
and v and o are functions of temperature. Our proposed 
new rule terminates a Markov chain as follows: whenever 
the cost of the current state falls into within f0 .50 of the 
expectation v of the cost H at current temperature, we 
conclude that a “good” position is reached and the Mar- 
kov chain at that temperature is terminated. To avoid fluc- 
tuations of estimates of U ,  U/  - ,  for temperature T I P  is 
used as an estimate of U/ for temperature T / .  To estimate 
the expectation v I  at temperature T i ,  a running average is 
computed with a weight function that emphasizes recent 
observations more than earlier ones in order to reduce 
transient effects due to temperature change. To be spe- 
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cific, we define the running average as follows, 
I 1  

c PI 
i =  1 

where n is the number of moves made at temperature T, ,  
H, is the total cost after n moves under temperature T, and 
the weighting coefficients are chosen to be p i  = 1 - p l ,  
with p being a parameter to be determined. By simple ma- 
nipulation, we obtain a convenient form 

where MI, and D,, are the numerator and denominator of 
(24), respectively. We denote the number of pixel vari- 
ables by N and estimate the transient time to be N I  = 

Jneighborhood size = J# of levels x N .  The parameter 
p can be determined by setting the damping factor to be 
1 /& at the end of transient time N I ,  as shown in Fig. 6: 

To avoid termination of Markov chains prematurely due 
to lack of samples for meaningful statistics, we set up a 
buffer time before the test for "good" positions can be 
started. Specifically, we wait for N I  cycles for the tran- 
sients to die out and for N2 cycles to obtain meaningful 
statistics. We estimate N 2  using Chebyshev's inequality. 
Let Hi be the random variable representing the total cost 
function of the ith accepted state at certain temperature. 
Strictly speaking, H i ,  i = 1, 2, * * . are not independent 
identically distributed (iid) random variables, but as a 
good approximation, we assume they are iid with expec- 
tation v and standard deviation U,  Let H,  denote the ran- 
dom variable representing a simple average of H, ,  i = 1,  
2 ,  . . .  . n ,  and HI, denote a sample of H,.  Then the ex- 
pectation and standard deviation of HI, are v and a/&, 
respectively. By Chebyshev's inequality 

U' 
E = P{(77,,  - v (  > 6) I ~ 

n6 ' 
Limiting the error in estimation of U to half the standard 
deviation of H i ,  i.e. 6 = a / 2 ,  then E I 4 / n .  If we want 
E I 0.1, we can choose n 2 40 or N2 2 40. We note 
that the running weighted average is different from a sim- 
ple average, but they are close after N ,  + N2 cycles. 

In summary, we do not start testing whether a "good" 
position is reached until n 2 N ,  + N2.  After that time, if 
at any step JH,, - a,,l 5 0 . 5 ~ ~ -  I ,  then the Markov chain 
is terminated for temperature T, and the temperature is 
reduced. On average, the effects of the two measures de- 
scribed in this section result in more than doubling the 
speed of the optimization process without deteriorating 
the quality of solutions. 

1-e" 

Fig. 6.  The weighting function for the running average of total cost func- 
tion, where NI represent the transient period after a new Markov chain is 
started, N I  represent an estimate of the samples needed for a statistically 
meaningful running average. 

111. DUAL MASK SYSTEM 
In this section, we derive a relationship between mask 

phase-symmetry and the resulting intensity symmetry with 
respect to the optical focus plane. As we will see in Sec- 
tion 4.4, this property is of importance in designing focus 
shifted masks. 

Let g (x, y )  andf (x, y )  denote the complex transmission 
coefficients of two phase-shifting masks. Let the super- 
script "*" denote complex conjugation. We introduce the 
concept of dual mask as follows: 

Dejnition 1:  Phase-shifting masks g(x, y )  andf(x,  y )  
are said to be dual to each other if there exists a real num- 
ber 8 such that g(x, y )  = e J H f * ( x ,  y )  for all x and y .  

Since typical phase-shifting masks in practice have fi- 
nite number of levels, the dual of an arbitrary phase-shift- 
ing mask may not have the same phase levels as the mask 
itself. For instance, if a phase-shifting mask has phase 
levels 0", 60" and 180", choosing I9 = 180" in definition 
1, then its dual has phase levels 0", 120" and 180". This 
means that the dual mask requires one more mask step to 
manufacture the 120" phase than the steps needed to man- 
ufacture the original mask. However, as we will see, if 
the phase levels of a mask belong to a "dual mask sys- 
tem," then the phase levels of its dual also belong to the 
same system. We now define a dual mask system as fol- 
lows: 

Dejnition 2: A phase-shifting mask system with m 
level phases { $II ,  $ I 2 ,  . . * , $I,,}, and identical amplitude 
of transmission for all the levels, is called a dual mask 
system if there exists at least one phase 8 such that for any 
phase level $ I l ,  i = 1, . * , m ,  the phase 4; = 8 - $Ii 
also belongs to the phase levels ($I l ,  $I2, * . . , $I,,,}. $I: 
and 4; are called the dual phase of each other. 

Typical phase-shifting mask systems under investiga- 
tion by researchers are all dual mask systems. For ex- 
ample, I9 = 180" for the mask systems {0", 180"), {0", 
90", 180") and (0", 60", 120", 180"), I9 = 0" for the 
mask system { -90", 0", 90'3, and I9 = 0" or 120" or 
240" for the mask system {0", 120", 240"). It is inter- 
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esting to note that for the {0", 120", 240") mask system, 
a dual mask can be obtained by keeping any one phase 
fixed and exchanging the other two phases for all spatial 
points of the original mask. Having defined the concept 
of dual mask. we now state the following symmetry prop- 
erty about it: 

Theorem I :  If masks g(x, y )  and f (x ,  y )  are dual to 
each other. then, independent of the value of 0, the inten- 
sity image of one mask at an optical plane with A z  defo- 
cus is the same as the intensity image of the other mask 
at - Az defocus. 

The proof consists of two steps, first we derive the re- 
lationship between Transmission Cross Coefficients 
(TCC) function at A z  defocus and - A z  defocus, and the 
symmetry property of TCC function with respect to the 
origin; then we derive the sufficient condition under which 
the above statement is true. For details of proof, refer to 
the Appendix. 

As an example of dual masks, the masks in Figs. 19 
and 29 are dual to each other. In both figures, the dark 
areas represents opaque, and all other areas are transpar- 
ent with different phases: white for 0", light shade for 90" 
and dark shade for 180". Their optical properties are sym- 
metric with respect to the focus plane, as shown in Figs. 
20 and 30. 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 
Based on our proposed algorithm, we can design phase 

connectors with desirable contour shapes and contrast both 
at focal plane and defocus planes. More interestingly, we 
are able to design masks that shift focal plane of intensity 
image away from the optical focus plane. This capability 
allows us to design masks that adapt to the uneven topol- 
ogy of resist and hence results in an effective increase in 
depth of focus. 

4.1 Phase-Connector Design 
Among the proposed phase-shifting masks, Levenson 

type has been shown to result in significant performance 
improvements especially for patterns such as equal lines 
and spaces [4]. However it is used for alternating features 
and therefore when applied to more complex features, 
where opposite phase assignments may be required on dif- 
ferent portions of a feature, phase-conflicts occur. Hence, 
a phase-connector, which can connect opposite phases, is 
needed in order to apply Levenson type mask to more 
general phase-shifting masks. An existing solution is to 
use segments of intermediate phases to connect the op- 
posite phases; however, this results in light intensity dips 
at the junction of different phases. As minimum feature 
size reduces, this problem becomes more serious. In this 
section, we show the application of our algorithm to over- 
come this problem. 

For all examples in this section, the resist is assumed 
to be positive, the wavelength is 0.365 ym, the numerical 
aperture is 0.32 and the degree of partial coherence is 
0.50. All the masks are periodic with only one period 

1 

Phase Connection 

X (um) 

Fig. 7 .  Mask pattern for 3 bright line 0 "  ~ 90" - 180" phase connector 
designed by simple intuition. In the figure, dark area IS  opaque; all other 
areas are transparent with diflercnt phases: white for 0". light shade for 
90" and dark shade lor 180". 

Phase Connection 

X (um) 
Fig. 8 .  Mask pattern for a bright line 0" - 90" - 180" phase connector 
designed by our proposed algorithm. In the figure. dark area is opaque; all 
other areas are transparent with different phases: white for 0". light shade 
for 90" and dark shade lor 180". 

shown in the figures. We use a phase-shifting mask sys- 
tem composed of opaque and transparent with O " ,  90" and 
180" phases. In the figures, opaque is represented by dark 
areas, 0" phase by white area, 90" phase by light shade 
area and 180" phase by dark shade area. 

Figs. 7 and 8 show designed single space phase con- 
nectors, using simple intuition and our proposed approach 
respectively. The feature size is 0.60 ym and the pixel 
size in Figs. 8 is 0.15 pm. Figs. 9 and 10 show the show 
intensity at 0.0, f 1 .O  pni defocus. As seen in Fig. 7, the 
simplest intuitive way of connecting a 0" phase region 
and a 180" phase region is to use a 90" segment in be- 
tween. However, as seen in Fig. 9,  this results in a light 
intensity dip at the transition area which becomes more 
serious as the transition length becomes shorter. The re- 
sulting mark using our proposed algorithm is shown in 
Fig. 8. Due to four-fold symmetry, we only optimize the 
mask in the first quadrant with the contributions from other 
quadrants taken into consideration. By taking advantage 
of the chrome area surrounding the bright line phase con- 
nector, our algorithm results in less intensity dip at both 
focus and defocus planes, without deteriorating the line 
width variation. The optimal design, though more diffi- 
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Fig. 9. Simulated intensity distribution of the intuitive line phase connec- 
tor mask in Fig. 7 for different optical planes at 0.0,  I .O pm defocus. 

cult to manufacture, leads to intuitive insight. For in- 
stance, it suggests that at a phase junction, we should 
make the transparent line wider and use neighboring op- 
posite phases to cancel the light leaking into the chrome 
area. 

Figs. 11 and 12 show a Levenson type mask for parallel 
bright lines which are to be connected to a vertical bright 
line. Specifically, Fig. 11 shows a simple intuitive de- 
sign, while Fig. 12 shows our optimized design. The fea- 
ture size is 0.64 pm and the pixel size in Fig. 12 is 0.16 
pm. Phase-conflict occurs because the parallel lines with 
opposite phases have to join the same vertical line. The 
intuitive design is a clever arrangement for the phase con- 
nection, where all the phase transitions occur on vertical 
to horizontal line junction, so as to keep the advantages 
of Levenson type mask. As seen in Fig. 13, this mask 
results in a fair connection at the focus plane, but has 
problems at f 1 .O  pm defocus planes. We notice that the 

A s o  
+ 

Fig. 10. Simulated intensity distribution of the optimized line phase 
connector mask in Fig. 8. for different optical planes at 0.0, +1.0 pm 
defocus. 

Phase Connection 

x (um) 
Fig. 11. Mask pattern for a cross connector designed by intuition. In the 
figure. dark area is opaque: all other areas are transparent with different 
phases: white for 0". light shade for 90" and dark shade for 180". 

intensity images are different at positive and negative de- 
focus planes. By modifying few chrome pixels at the 
junction, our designed mask in Fig. 12 results in improve- 
ment at both focus and defocus planes as seen in Fig. 14. 
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Fig. 12. Mask pattern for a cross connector designed by our proposed al- 
gorithm. In the figure. dark area is opaque; all other areas are transparent 
with different phases: white for O" ,  light shade for 90" and dark shade for 
180". 
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Fig. 13. Simulated intensity distribution of the intuitive cross connector 
mask in Fig. 1 I for different optical planes at 0.0, 1 .0 pn defocus. 

Quantitative results on the improvement are hard to obtain 
because at these junctions there is no clear definition of 
linewidth, especially since there are distortions at defocus 
due to the phase transition. Nonetheless, our simulation 
results indicate that for medium features, the designed 
masks can compensate diffraction effects to result in better 
shaped intensity contours, and for small features, the de- 
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Fig. 14. Simulated intensity distributions of the optimized cross connector 
mask in Fig. 12, for different optical planes at 0.0. k I .O pm defocus. 

signed masks can provide proper biases. Our contact hole 
examples in Section 4.2  show more clearly the way our 
proposed algorithm can increase depth of focus. 

4 .2  Contact Hole Design: Long DOF and Focus Shifr 
In this section, we present various contact hole designs 

with long depth of focus, with or without a shift in focus 
planes. In all the examples, we use a {O", 90", 180") 
phase system. The dark region represents opaque, white 
region represents 0"  transparent, light shade region rep- 
resents 90" transparent, and dark shade region represents 
180" transparent. The designed masks are compared to 
conventional binary masks, whose sizes are the same as 
the desired contact hole sizes. As a good approximation, 
the contact hole size is defined to be the diameter of nor- 
malized intensity contour at 0 .3  level. Since the designed 
contact hole masks are frequently asymmetric with re- 
spect to x = y line, we plot the contact hole sizes in both 
x and y directions. 

4 . 2 . 1  Long Depth of Focus 
In Figs. 15-18, i-line X = 0.365 pm is used, the nu- 

merical aperture is 0.45, the degree of partial coherence 
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Fig. 15. An optimized mask for0.68 pm contact hole. with no focus plane 
shift. In the mask. dark area is opaque: all other areas are transparent with 
different phases: white for 0 " .  light shade for 90" and dark shade for 180". 

\ '"?4 

Fig 16. Contact hole size\ for a conventional 0 .68 pm binary mask is 
shown with the solid line marked with nopt.defo. and for the optimized 
mask in Fig. 15 is shown with the dashed lines marked with optx.defo for 
diameter in .r-direction and opty.defo for diameter in ?-direction. The con- 
tact hole sizes are measured using the diameter of 0 .3  contour of normal- 
ized intensit) images. 

is 0.5. and the pixel size is 0.17 x 0.17 pm'. The desired 
image and the conventional binary mask is a 0.68 pm con- 
tact hole. The masks designed by our algorithm are op- 
timized at optical planes i = -2 .0,0,2.0 pm. The vector 
K' is ( 1 ,  0. 0). that is, we choose to solve a min-max op- 
timization problem. 

Fig. 15 shows a designed mask pattern using our al- 
gorithm. Its corresponding contact hole size versus defo- 
cus is compared to a conventional binary mask in Fig. 16. 
Our approach clearly results in a significant increase in 
depth of focus. The reason for arriving at an asymmetric 
solution can be partially explained by considering a sym- 

Contact Hole Mask 

X (4 
Fig. 17. Another optmized mask for 0 .68 pm contact hole, with no focus 
plane shift. In the mask. dark area is opaque; all other areas are transparent 
with different phases: whlte for 0", light shade for 90" and dark shade for 
180". 

DiuMa x Id 

I I I I - .  1.00 0.00 1.00 2.00 

Fig. 18. Contact hole sizes for a conventional 0 .68 p n  binary mask is 
shown with the solid line marked with nopt.defo, and for the optimized 
mask in Fig. 17 is shown with the dashed lines marked with optx.defo for 
diameter in x-direction and opty.defo for diameter in ?-direction. The con- 
tact hole sizes are measured using the diameter of 0.3 contour of normal- 
ized intensity images. 

metric extension of the designed mask in Fig. 15. Specif- 
ically, we have found that the hole size of the symmetric 
mask deviates more from the desired size than the opti- 
mally designed asymmetric mask of Fig. 15. 

The mask in Fig. 15 is not the only one with acceptable 
performance. By starting with a different random initial 
pattern for the simulated annealing algorithm, we can find 
another mask, shown in Fig. 17, that offers comparable 
performance, as shown in Fig. 18. Other comparable so- 
lutions are also possible. This phenomenon is typical of 
large "frustrated" systems, where conflicting require- 
ments are to be satisfied. In such systems, with multiple 
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Fig. 19. An optimized mask for 0 .68  pm contact hole. with a focus plane 
shift of 1 .0 pm. In the mask. dark area IS opaque: all other areas are trans- 
parent with different phases: white for 0" .  light shade for 90" and dark 
shade for 180".  

near global minima, it is not worthwhile to find the exact 
global minimum. This multiplicity of near global minima 
is referred to as ultrametricity [6]. 

Since the intensity specifications in the above examples 
are symmetric with respect to the focus plane, our algo- 
rithm chooses not to use the 90" phase. This means that 
90" can not help in both directions of defocus, and the 
best masks for symmetric defocus behavior are composed 
of 0" and 180" phase shifters only. Another insight that 
can be gained from the designed masks in Figs. 15 and 
17 is that, if we limit the mask area to a small region, 
then the optimal masks boost intensity by making the hole 
larger, and use a ring shifter to suppress the intensity at 
the edges. 

4.2.2 Shifting the Focal Plane 
Our algorithm can be used to design masks with shifted 

focal plane provided such shifts are not limited by the 
physics of the situation. In the following examples, the 
wavelength is 0.365 pm, the numerical aperture is 0.32, 
the degree of partial coherence is 0.5 and the pixel size is 
0.17 pm X 0.17 pm. The desired contact hole size is 0.68 
Pm. 

The designed mask in Fig. 19 is optimized for z, = 
-0.5, 1.0, 2.5 pm optical planes with Z = (1, 0, 0) re- 
sulting in a desired shift of 1 .O pm in the focus plane. As 
seen in Fig. 20, the designed mask clearly accomplishes 
this shift. Besides the focus shift, the designed mask also 
provides proper bias and extended depth of focus. The 
conventional binary mask results in a contact hole of 0.64 
pm instead of 0.68 pm. 

Fig. 21 shows a mask with a larger area of optimiza- 
tion, optimized at z = - 1.0, 0.5, 3.0 pm optical. As seen 
in Fig. 22, the designed mask accomplishes three tasks 
all at once: focus shift of 0.5 pm, extended DOF and 

h a 
v 

X (um) 
Fig. 20. Contact hole sizes for a conventional 0 .68  e m  b inag  mask is 
shown with the solid line marked with nopt.defo, and for the optimized 
mask in Fig. 19 is shown with the dashed lines marked with optx.defo for 
diameter in x-direction and opty.defo for diameter in ?-direction. The con- 
tact hole sizes are measured using the diameter of 0.3 contour of normal- 
ized intensity images. 

Fig. 21. An optimized mask for 0.68 pm contact hole. with a focus plane 
shift of 0.5 e m .  The area of optimization is three times the size of a con- 
ventional mask. In the mask, dark area is opaque; all other areas are trans- 
parent with different phases: white for 0".  light shade for 90"  and dark 
shade for 180".  

proper bias. The increase of DOF is about l o o % ,  which 
is quite unusual. This can be explained by considering 
that a larger mask area results in more degrees of freedom 
and hence superior performance. 

4.3 Bright Line Design: Long DOF and Focus Shifi 
In this section, we show two examples of bright line 

designs using our algorithm, one for extension of DOF 
and the other for focus shift. The numerical aperture is 
0.48 and the degree of partial coherence is 0.38. Due to 
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Fig. 22. Contact hole sizes for a conventional 0.68 p n  binary mask is 
shown with the solid line marked with nopt.defo, and for the optimized 
mask in Fig. 21  IS shown with the dashed lines marked with optx.defo for 
diameter in  x-direction and opty.defo for diameter in v-direction. The con- 
tact hole sizes are measured using the diameter of 0.3 contour of normal- 
ized intensity images. 

four-fold symmetry, we only optimize the first quadrant 
while taking the contributions of other quadrant into ac- 
count. The pixel size is 1.5 x 0.1 pm'. 

Fig. 23 shows a designed mask for a 0.8 pm bright line 
with extended DOF. The designed mask is optimized at 
optical planes z = -2.5, 0.0, 2.5. The vector Z is chosen 
to be (1.0, 0.5, 0.3). Since there is no focus shift, only 
two phases ( O " ,  180°} are necessary. The linewidth 
variation of the designed mask at different defocus is com- 
pared to a binary conventional mask in Fig. 24. As seen, 
the increase of DOF is tremendous, and the linewidth uni- 
formity is excellent. Such performance improvement is 
possible. because the features size to be designed is above 
optical resolution, so there is more margin in contrast at 
focus plane to be traded-off with contrast at defocus 
planes. This will become more clear in the following dis- 
cussion. 

Figs. 25 and 26 show the intensity distributions along 
a line in y direction of the conventional mask and the de- 
signed mask in Fig. 23, respectively. The intensity of the 
designed mask is not as bright as the conventional binary 
mask at focus plane, but it maintains enough brightness 
along much wider range of defocus than the conventional 
mask. Physically, a conventional mask together with high 
numerical aperture lens results in a significant amount of 
energy carried by waves of large incident angles. These 
waves tend to destroy the coherency when they go out of 
focus. The assisting features in  our designed mask re-fo- 
cus some waves at defocus planes, thus inevitably reduc- 
ing the coherency at the focus plane. It is interesting to 
note in Fig. 26 that outside the defocus region of interest, 
the intensity of the designed mask drops off rapidly and 
turns into two bright spots. One disadvantage of the de- 

0.75 0 0.75 15 

x ( u d  
Fig. 2 3 .  An optimized mask for 0.8 pm space line, with long DOF. The 
area of optimization is twice the size of a conventional mask. In the mask, 
dark area is opaque; all other areas are transparent with different phases: 
white for 0". and shade for 180". 

0.8 um Space 
width 

I I I I 

Fig. 24. Bright line linewidths of a conventional 0.8 pm binary mask is 
shown with the solid line marked with nopt.defo, and for the optimized 
mask in  Fig. 23 is marked with opty.defo. The linewidths are measured 
using the 0.3 contour of normalized intensity images. 

signed mask is the existence of small ripples in  the dark 
region; however these ripples are within specification in 
the range { -2.5, 2 .5)  pm of defocus. Besides, these rip- 
ples are inherent to phase-shifting masks. The other dis- 
advantage of the designed mask is the use of larger mask 
area than the conventional one. 

Fig. 27 shows a designed mask for a 0.4 pm bright line 
with focus plane shifted by about 0.76 pm. The corre- 
sponding linewidth as a function of defocus is shown in 
Fig. 28. The designed mask is optimized at optical planes 
z = 0.0, 1.0, 2 .0  pm, which suggests a 1 pm shift in 
focus plane. We are not able to achieve the desired 1 pm 
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Fig. 25. Intensity distribution of a conventional mask with a width of 0 .8  
pm. The "distance" is measured along a line in y direction of the mask. 
The curves are intensity distribution along the line measured at different 
defocuses. 
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Fig. 26. Intensity distribution of. the optimized mask for a 0 .8  pm space, 
shown in Fig. 23. The "distance" is measured along a line in y direction 
of the mask. The curves are intensity distribution along the line measured 
at different defocuses. 

shift because of physical limitations. The vector 2 is cho- 
sen to be (1.0, 0.5, 0.3) and the available phases are 0", 
60" and 180". 

4.4 Application of Dual Mask fieorem 
The examples shown in Section 4.2.2 all have positive 

focus shift. Applying the dual mask theorem, masks with 
negative focus shift plane can be obtained from those with 
positive focus shift by simply changing the 0" areas to 
180", 180" areas to 0", and keeping the 90" areas un- 
changed. Fig. 29 shows the dual mask of the mask in Fig. 

13 

Bright Line Mask 
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Fig. 27. An optimized mask for 0.4 pm space line. with a focus plane shift 
of 0.7 pm. The area of optimization is 3.S times the size of a conventional 
mask. In the mask, dark area is opaque: all other areas are transparent with 
different phases: white for 0". light ahade for 60" and dark shade for 180". 

-1 200. 

Fig. 28. Bright line linewidths of a conventional 0.4 pm binary mask is 
shown with the solid line marked with nopt.defo. and for the optimized 
mask in Fig. 27 is shown with the dashed line marked with opty.defo. The 
space linewidths are measured using the 0 . 3  contour of normalized inten- 
sity images. 

19. Fig. 30 shows the contact hole sizes versus defocus 
for a conventional binary mask and the designed mask of 
Fig. 29. Although neither of these two masks have an ex- 
traordinary long DOF, the two of them used properly for 
different resist topologies can cover 6 pm depth of focus, 
which is three times that of the conventional masks. 

V .  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
In this section, we will show experimental results ver- 

ifying the simulation results of our technique. 
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Fig. 29. The dual mask of the one in Fig. 19 o r  0 .68  pm contact hole. 
rrith a focus plane shift of - I . 0  p m ,  In the mask, dark area is opaque; all 
other areas are transparent with different phases: white for O", light shade 
for 90" and dark shade for 180". 

Fig. 30.  Contact hole sizes for a conventional 0 .68  pm binary mask is 
shown with the solid line marked with nopt.defo, and for the optimized 
mask in Fig. 29 is shown with the dashed line marked with optx.defo for 
diameter in x-direction and opty.defo for diameter in ?-direction. The con- 
tact hole sizes are measured using the diameter of 0 . 3  contour of normal- 
ized intensity images. 

5. I Mask Fabrication 
The predicted behavior of binary phase-shifting fea- 

tures optimized with the proposed algorithm was experi- 
mentally verified. A phase-shifting mask with three phase 
levels of 0", 90" and 180" was fabricated in the Berkeley 
Microlab facility. The mask incorporated optimized fea- 
tures and intuitive designs for some of the cases described 
in Section IV of this paper, i .e.,  cross phase connectors, 
line phase connectors and contact holes with an extended 
range of DOF and a shifted focus plane. 

The fabrication process of the test mask is based on an 

approach using dry RIE etching of the phase-shifter in 
CVD Si02 deposited on the chromium layer of the mask 
[7]. Quartz wafers of 4" diameter with a 95 nm thick 
chromium layer were used as the substrate for the phase- 
shifting mask fabrication. The process started with delin- 
eating the 180" phase-shifting layer using i-line lithog- 
raphy with positive photoresist on a 1OX reduction step- 
per. The use of the lithographic stepper with alignment 
capability and image demagnification was essential for this 
fabrication technique. The resist pattern was transferred 
into the chromium by wet etching. 

Deposition of a Si02 layer of &[h/2  (n  - I)] thickness 
on the chromium was used to build up a first phase shift- 
ing layer of 90". Next, the mask pattern of the 90" layer 
was delineated with the optical lithography stepper. The 
pattern was then transferred into the Si02 layer by RIE 
using the chromium, which was not yet removed for this 
layer, as an etch stop. After careful removal of the pho- 
toresist and of polymers created by the RIE etch, the chro- 
mium was etched in the SiO, windows. In a second SiO, 
deposition step the thickness of the 180" phase shifter was 
completed and the 90" layer was formed. The 0" phase 
areas were made by using i-line lithography for pattern 
delineation and by RIE etching the SiOz and wet etching 
the chromium. 

Although alignment problems were greatly reduced by 
using the l o x  reduction stepper, misalignment errors of 
up to 0.3 pm occurred. In cases, where areas of different 
phases were directly adjacent to each other, misalignment 
either caused a small trench according to the amount of 
overetch or a corresponding area of remaining chromium 
to be formed. The depth of the unwanted trenches was 
comparatively small for the used overetch of approxi- 
mately 10%.  These structures can be treated as phase- 
defects of less than 10" phase mismatch. Therefore no 
significant effect on the imaging properties are expected. 
However, the remaining chromium in the case of 0 .3  pm 
misalignment causes a severe change in the transmission 
of the mask feature, strong enough to affect the printed 
photoresist pattern. The microscope pictures of Figs. 31 
and 32 show the masks features of an intuitive and an 
optimized design, respectively of a phase cross connec- 
tors. The 0" layer is misaligned by 0 .3  pm with respect 
to the 90" layer causing a small chromium bridge to re- 
main at some transitions. 

5.2 Resist Printing 
Phase-shifting masks have been fabricated for the ap- 

plication to both a 0.32 NA i-line ( A  = 365 nm) stepper 
with a 10 x reduction factor and a 0.43 NA deep UV ( A  
= 248 nm) stepper with a 20X reduction lens. For the 
i-line system the phase mask features were printed in 1 
pm thick positive photoresist (Waycoat HiPR 65 12) on 
bare silicon. At deep UV wavelength negative 0.95 pm 
thick photoresist (Shipley SNR 248) on bare silicon was 
used. Since no anti-reflection coating was applied the 
small bandwidth light source leads to a strong standing 
wave effect which causes the exposure to vary vertically 
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Fig 3 1 .  Actual layout of the simple intuitive cross phase connector matk 
in Fig. 1 1 .  

Fig. 32. Actual layout of our optimized cross phase connector mask in 
Fig. 12. 

within the resist. Uniformity was achieved by applying a 
post exposure bake of 1 min at 120°C and 1 min at 140°C 
for the i line and the deep UV resist, respectively. How- 
ever, the amount of energy coupled into the resist strongly 
depends on the reflection of the silicon resist surface. For 
the case of small bandwidth deep UV exposure with the 
Excimer laser stepper the energy coupled into the resist 
changes from 40% to 95 % for a resist thickness variation 
of 50 nm [8]. The used resist process shows a thickness 
uniformity over the die size of better than 1 %, however, 
absolute thickness measurements could only be performed 
to about 2 %  accuracy. Therefore, it was difficult to con- 
trol the exposure dose to achieve a resist pattern matching 
the 0.3 intensity contours. 

5.2. I Cross Phuse Connector 
The cross phase connectors in Figs. 1 1  and 12 were 

printed on the i-line stepper in positive photoresist at var- 
ious focus positions. The photoresist was assumed to re- 
main for exposure levels above 0.3 in the optimization. 

Figs. 31 and 32 show the actual masks corresponding 
to the designs of Figs. 11 and 12, respectively. Fig. 33 
shows the corresponding SEM micrographs of the actual 
resist pattern for the printed cross phase connector of Fig. 
31 at three focus positions of 0.0 pm and k l . 0  pm. 
Throughout the three optical planes the resist pattern 
shows a high bridging tendency. The left hand side ends 
of the resist lines, representing the dark mask areas, ex- 
hibit a systematic bend. This effect is attributed to a small 
misalignment error in the mask fabrication process. The 
large misalignment of the 0" layer with respect to the 90" 
line causes the closed resist bridge to remain for all the 

"U ' m 
Fig. 33. Actual developed resist pattern of the intuitive cross connector 

mask in Fig. 31 for different optical planes at 0.0, f 1.0  pm defocus. 

shown optical planes. The aerial image contours show a 
significant linewidth decrease at the phase transition re- 
gions. The effect can still be seen, despite the superim- 
posed influence caused by misalignment. The asymmetric 
behavior of the line width variation at different optical 
planes affects the amount of bending at the top ends of the 
resist lines. Although the effect is too small to compensate 
the artifact of the misalignment, an increase in the bend- 
ing effect for 1 .O pm defocus and a decrease for - 1 .O  pm 
can be seen. 

In Fig. 34 SEM micrographs for the optimized cross 
phase connector are shown for 0.0 pm and 5 1 .O pm de- 
focus. The optimization algorithm leads to a design with 
reduced linewidth variation at the transition regions as 
shown by the contour line plots in Fig. 14. Although both 
the intuitive and the optimized features were fabricated 
simultaneously on the same mask and were therefore suf- 
fering the same misalignment, the resist pattern for the 
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Fig. 34. Actual developed resist pattem of the optimized cross connector 
mask in  Fig. 32 for different optical planes at 0.0, 1 .O pm defocus. 

optimized case shows no increased bridging tendency. 
Obviously, the optimized design has a reduced sensitivity 
to misalignment errors. While for the intuitive case mis- 
alignment leads to a comparatively large chromium de- 
fect, the pixel structure of the optimized cross connector 
suppresses the formation of large area defects resulting in 
scattered nonprinting smaller defects. The misalignment 
still causes a small tendency for the resist line ends to 
bend. Besides the clear improvement in misalignment 
sensitivity, the resist pattern of the optimized cross con- 
nector shows less line width variation at the phase tran- 
sition areas. Keeping in mind the effects caused by mis- 
alignment, the resist shape matches the corresponding 0.3 
intensity contour lines at all given focus positions. 

Thus, we have shown experimental evidence of the per- 
formance improvement and validity of the proposed pixel 
based phase-shifting mask feature optimization routine for 
the case of a cross phase connector. In addition, the op- 

Fig. 35. Actual developed resist pattem of the intuitive line phase 
connector mask in  Fig. 7 for different optical planes at 0.0, 1 .O pm 
defocus. 

timized design showed a reduced sensitivity to misalign- 
ment errors. 

5.2.2 Line Phase Connectors 
Intuitive and optimized designs for line phase connec- 

tors shown in Figs. 7 and 8 ,  were also printed on the 
i-line stepper in positive resist at focus positions of 0.0 
pm and f 1 .0 pm. The misalignment errors of 0.3 pm as 
seen for the phase cross connectors were present both for 
the intuitive and the optimized design features. 

The optimization for the phase line connector was per- 
formed with the goal to preserve the desired resist shape 
at 0.0 pm and f 1 .0 pm defocus position and thus to ex- 
tend the DOF range. The resist profile was assumed to 
follow the 0.3 aerial image intensity contour. 

In Figs. 35 and 36 SEM micrographs of resist patterns 
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Fig. 36. Actual developed resist pattem of the optimized line phase 
connector mask in Fig. 8 for different optical planes at 0.0, k l . 0  pm 
defocus. 

printed with an intuitive and an optimized design mask 
feature are shown for optical planes of 0.0 pm and k 1 .O 
pm. Again, the effect of the misalignment can be seen in 
both the optimized and, more pronounced, in the intuitive 
design pattem. The misalignment has a stronger effect at 
the right hand side of the resist pattern. Here, the mask 
has large chromium defects rather than phase defects. The 
optimized design shows reduced linewidth variation as 
compared to the intuitive design over the given defocus 
range. The results are in good agreement with the pre- 
dicted shape obtained from the computed 0.3 intensity 
contours. 

5.2.3 Contact Holes with Shifted Focus Plane and 
Extended DOF 

Contact hole features with conventional design and with 
optimized design for shifted focus and extended DOF 

1-0.25 

+ O S  

Fig. 37. Actual developed negative resist profile of a conventional. 
binary, contact hole mask at defocus levels -0.25, 0.0. +0.25. +0.5 
h/NA?.  

range were printed with the deep UV stepper in negative 
resist. The negative photoresist reversed the topography 
of the photoresist pattern. Therefore, the contact hole pat- 
terns appeared as posts of remaining resist rather than as 
holes in the photoresist. Negative resist polarity facili- 
tates the SEM analysis of contact holes. 

The fabrication process for the deep UV phase-shifting 
masks was the same as for the i-line stepper, except for 
an adjustment in thickness of phase shifting layers. The 
layout geometry of the phase-shifting mask features was 
identical for the i-line and the deep UV application. The 
i-line and the deep UV stepper had a 2 : 1 correlation for 
the resolution factor X/NA and a compensating relation 
in the reduction values of 10 : 20, respectively. Therefore, 
designs for the intuitive and the optimized features with 
the same scale could be applied on both steppers. 

The SEM micrographs in Figs. 37 and 38 show arrays 
of posts produced by the binary conventional contact hole 
features and by the optimized design feature of Fig. 19 
for various focus positions. The focus steps are 
0.25X/NA2. The SEM micrographs enable the determi- 
nation of the threshold level for the onset of printing. A 
threshold value of approximately 0.6 was found by com- 
paring the defocus range, where the conventional contact 
features print, with the computed values of the peak in- 
tensity as a function of defocus. The width of the resist 
posts at the various defocus planes could also be ex- 
tracted. The accuracy of the width measurement was lim- 
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-0.5 

-0.25 
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+0.25 

+ O S  

M.75 

+1.0 

Fig. 38.  Actual developed negative resist profile of the optimized contact 
hole mask in Fig. 19 at different defocus levels. 

ited by the nonuniform thickness of the posts which was 
caused by the absorbing negative photoresist. 

The optimized contact holes were designed to extend 
the DOF range and to shift the focus plane by 0.28X/NA2. 
Although the design was originally performed for 0.3 re- 
sist threshold, the contact hole feature designed with our 
optimization algorithm shows improved performance even 

though the actual threshold was 0.6. The DOF range is 
considerably extended and a shift in focus plane was 
achieved. The image intensity of the optimized contacts 
reached the threshold over a defocus range of 1.5X/NA2 
as compared to 0.75X/NA2 for the conventional contact 
holes design. 

The experimental data verified the extended DOF range 
and the shift in focus plane for the optimized design con- 
tact hole feature. The quantitative agreement was limited 
by the measurement accuracy and the resolution in defo- 
cus steps. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have proposed an automatic optimi- 

zation technique that includes defocus effects into consid- 
eration. Equipped with this powerful tool, we are able to 
design masks that solve problems such as phase connec- 
tion. Design examples on contact holes demonstrate that 
considerable increase in depth of focus can be achieved 
using our algorithm. Furthermore, desired focus plane 
shift can be achieved by specifying it implicitly in the 
input to the algorithm. Compared to existing approaches 
to phase-shifting mask design, our approach offers several 
advantages: (a) First, it is automated and systematic in 
that little expertise or intuition is needed to design fairly 
complex masks; (b) Second, our algorithm is general in 
that it can be applied to any mask pattern, and any phase- 
shifting mask systems with arbitrary number of phase lev- 
els; (c) Finally, our algorithm can accomplish multiple 
tasks, such as providing bias, compensating diffraction ef- 
fects, extending DOF and shifting focus plane, all within 
a single optimization. 

Our new concept of dual mask simplifies the design of 
focus plane shifted masks. The theorem we proved for 
dual masks is general enough to cover most phase-shifting 
mask systems under investigation by researchers. 

The CPU times for the examples in this paper range 
from 20 minutes to several hours on a Sparc I Sun work- 
station, depending on the number of pixels and the “hard- 
ness” of the problem. By a hard problem we mean one in 
which physical limitations prevent the algorithm from 
achieving the user specified specification for intensity pat- 
tern. An example of a hard problem is one in which the 
user requests a 100% extension of the depth of focus. A 
promising direction of future research lies in applying 
parallel processing techniques in  order to speed up appli- 
cation of our algorithm to “hard” problems. 

To ensure obtaining acceptable solutions from our pro- 
posed algorithm, we have to pay attention to the interplay 
between physical limitations and the parameters of the op- 
timization problem. For instance, if we try to optimize at 
optical planes which extend over a large range, we might 
jeopardize the quality of image at the focus plane. 

One drawback of our algorithm is that it results in masks 
which may be expensive to manufacture. To circumvent 
this, future research should be directed towards modify- 
ing our algorithm so that it results in more practical, ro- 
bust, manufacturable and inexpensive masks. Possible 
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ways of achieving this include reducing the number of 
pixels, increasing minimum feature size for the mask, al- 
lowing pixels to be of different sizes and not on a fixed 
grid. 

In summary, our algorithm provides a general, practi- 

where rJ = S N A / h  and S, the partial coherence factor is: 
NA of condenser/NA of imaging optics. 

First, we show that given a real J ( f ,  g), the TCC func- 
tion has complex conjugate symmetry property with re- 
spect to the focal plane, 

cal and user friendly optimization tool for phase-shifting 
mask designs. 

= [ T & ( f ’ ,  g ’ ; f ” ,  g”>l* (33) 
APPENDIX 

In this Appendix, we prove the dual mask theorem in 

We start with Hopkins equation [9]-[ll]: 

Since KAz = ei’(f3g), K - A ~  = ePidCf3” = K&, from (29), 
we have Section 111. 

TAJf ‘, g’; f ” 3 g”) = 

where Z ( f ,  g) is the Fourier transform of output image 
intensity Z(x, y) ,  F ( f ,  g) is the Fourier transform of mask 
transmission function F ( x ,  y ) ,  which is usually 1 in trans- 
parent areas and 0 in opaque areas of the mask, and T (  f ’, 
g‘, f ”, g ” )  in the Transmission Cross-Coefficient (TCC) 
of the optical system, which summarizes all the infor- 
mation about the imaging system and illumination. The 
TCC function is given by 

where J(f, g) is Fourier transform of mutual intensity of 
the light at the object and K ( f ,  g) is frequency response 
function of the imaging system. 

For notational convenience, we define the normalized 
circular step function R: 

R(-,-) f + f ’  g + g ’  
rk rk 

f + f ”  g + g“ 
R ( y, -) rk 

df dg 

1 f 2  + g 2  < l 2  = T T & ( f ’ ,  g‘; f ” ,  g”). (34) 

0 f 2  + g 2  L l2 Next, we show that T A , ( f ‘ ,  g’;”’, 8”) is symmetric 
with respect to origin if circular pupils are used, 

[1 R ( f ,  8) = 

If circular pupils are used, then the frequency response 

T,:(f’, g’if’’, g”) = T&( - f ’ ,  -g’; - f ”>  -g’’). function on A z  defocus plane can be expressed as 

K ( f ,  g) = efd(f,g’R(f/rk, g / r J  (30) (35) 
with rk = (NA/XM)* and the phase function as From (34), we obtain 

6 = i~ A z h ( f 2  + g2) (3 1) 
T&(-f ’ ,  - g ’ ;  -f”,  -g”) 

where NA is numerical aperture, h is wavelength of light 
source, M is reduction factor of the lens system and A z  is +m 

~ ( f ,  g)eid(f-f’.g-g’)e-id(f-f”.g-~“l 
= SI,” JPm the distance of the optical plane to focus plane with po- 

sitive A z  representing above focus plane. 
Assuming incoherent light source, the mutual intensity 

function J can be expressed by R ( f / r J ,  g / r J )  
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In the above derivation, we have used the facts that 
J C f ,  g> = J(-f, - g ) ,  4(f, g) = 4(-f, -g> and R ( f ,  g )  
= R(-f, -g). 

Finally, we derive the conditions on the masks such 
that the intensity of one mask as A z  plane is the same as 
the intensity of the other mask at - A z  plane. Denote 
F (  f ,  g) and G ( f ,  g) as the Fourier transform of the mask 
transmission functions f ( x ,  y) and g(x, y )  respectively. 
Then the corresponding intensity images are 

p + m  p f m  

(37) 
p + m  p + m  

. G ( f ‘  + f, g‘ + g ) G * ( f ’ ,  g’) df’ dg’. 

(38) 
From (37), using (33) and ( 3 9 ,  we obtain 

p + m  p + m  

o t m  n t m  

T - A : ( f ”  - f, g” - g ; f ” ,  g”) - 

- I, I - m  

= i:, 5 

= SI,” 1 T-A,(f‘ + f 9  g’ + 8’) 

* F ( f ” ,  g”)F*(f” - f ,  g” - 8) df” dg” 
+m 

T-A;(-f” + f, -g” + g; 
-03 

-f ” , -g ”) F (  f ” , 
. g ” ) F * ( f ”  - f ,  g” - g) df” dg” 

+ m  

-a 

F ( - f ’ ,  - g ’ ) F * ( - f ‘  - f ,  

-g’ - g) df” dg” (39) 

Condition (40) can be expressed as 

(42) 

Clearly the left term should not depend onfnor  g because 
the middle term does not. Instead, they should be equal 
to a constant k (  f ’, g‘) depending only onf ’ and g’. From 
(42), we obtain G ( f ’ ,  g’) = k * ( f ’ ,  g ’ ) F * ( - f ’ ,  -g’). 
Substituting this in (40), we obtain 

k * ( f ’  + f, g’ + g ) k ( f ’ ,  8’) = 1 Vf, g , f ’ ,  g’ 

(43) 

Moving k (f ’ , 8’) to the right hand side, we immediately 
see that k* (f’ + f ,  g’ + g) can not depend o n f a n d  g. 
Hence, it must be independent of to f and g. Taking f = 
g = 0, (43) becomes 

k * ( f ’ ,  g ’ ) k ( f ’ ,  8’) = 1 

or ( k ( f ’ ,  g r ) I 2  = 1 ~ f ’ ,  g ’ .  (44) 

For (44) to be valid for any f ‘ and g’, we must have k (  f ‘, 
g’) = e’’ where 0 is any constant independent o f f ’  and 
g’. 

A sufficient condition for (41) to be true is then 

G(f ,  g) = e“F*(- f ,  -g )  o r g k  Y )  = e “ f * ( X ,  Y) 
(45) 

QED. 
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